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Abstract:
Optimize Quantum Circuits for Fast Cryptanalyzing Pre and Post Quantum Cryptographies
Most quantum cryptanalytic programs can only break one number (e.g. 15 or 21) at a time due to the fact that
each Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) used to find out a period of a particular prime number, requires a
unique quantum circuit. To break the RSA, one needs to design a quantum circuit for each prime number being
exploited. Since there are a great amount of prime numbers, the current one by one factor finding approach is
apparently not conceivable to put into practical use. This session introduces the most recent research to
automatically create quantum circuits and use one program to factor multiple prime numbers. The proposed
approach to exploit multiple prime numbers at once is a breakthrough toward actual breaking the RSA
algorithm. The results are expected to lead a better understanding of quantum algorithms, optimization,
programming, and shorten the time to the success in cryptanalytic tasks.
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